
The 311008
Aka the 3118

 

 
L-R: 3118, 311008 HP

 
This little Ideal/Lyman design has been around for a while.  I had a single cavity mould back in the early 60s and used
it in the .30 Carbine with a varying degree of success.  Someway, during my Army travels, it showed up missing and
years went by before another came my way.
 
I purchased a Ruger  Blackhawk in .30 Carbine about 5 years ago and figured it was a natural design for it so I ordered
up one.  This time, it was numbered 311008 and was a double cavity.  A little later, in an estate sale, an old #3118
single cavity came my way and at a price I couldn’t resist.
 
The original #3118 dropped bullets that were about .312” in diameter and the SC that I have now does as well.
 
The double cavity #311008 drops bullets a little over .313” in diameter.
 
Back when the computer age started, Lyman was stuck with a dilemma as many of it’s designs had 4 and 5 digit
numbers.  This did not work out well with computerized “sorts” in spreadsheets and also looked kind of ragged when
the mould numbers were listed.  With this in mind (I’ve been told) Lyman renumbered everything to six digits using
preceding zeros.
 
About this time, they also started cutting the number of mould designs that they stocked and changed dimensions on
some to make one mould serve two purposes.  The #3118/311008 was one of these.  The as cast diameter was
increased for use in the .32-20 as well.
 
This design is a plain base number and shoots pretty well in the .32-20 sized at .312”. I have used it extensively in the
.30 Carbine Ruger Blackhawk sized to .311 and it shoots well in the .32 H & R Magnum as well sized to .313”.  With
the nose bumped in a round nose top punch, it even feeds well in a .30 Carbine sized to .309”
 
I haven’t played with making a gas checked version yet as I also have a #311316 mould that is pretty close but that
would probably be an improvement in .30 Carbine loads for both rifle and pistol.
 
The 3118/311008
 
This is a plain based bullet with two grease grooves.  The bullets from the #311008 mould weigh 119.7 grains sized
and lubed.  Bullets from the #3118 weigh about a grain less.
 
It has a wide, flat meplat which is desirable for small game use and also a shape that makes it load easily in a single
action cylinder.  I’ve used it for plinking in the .30 Carbine Ruger at 100 yards and its shape makes it very accurate for
this purpose.



 
It has a decent bearing surface and would probably make a nice short range plinker  and pest bullet in a .30/30 at 50
yards with a light charge of Unique.  I’ve tried it with normal cast loads and the accuracy wasn’t there for me at
velocities of 15-1600 FPS.  With lighter charges, I believe it would be a great bullet.
 
The HP Version
 
Those of you that know me know that I’ll hollow point about any mould that I think will make a good hollow point
bullet. The #311008 was right at the top of the heap when I started this madness.
 
At one time, Ideal/Lyman marketed a design #31133.  This was the hollow pointed version of the #3118.  I’ve never
been able to get my hands on one of the factory HP moulds so I made one.
 
We modified the double cavity #311008 mould to initially take a .125” pin in one cavity.  This casts a nice bullet for
handguns but the cavity was a bit too big for my likes so I made another pin for the mould with a “stepped” pin giving
me a cavity of .100”.  This one works just fine.
 
The hollow pointed version weighs 105.0 grains sized and lubed.
 
It works great in all of my small caliber .30s…and the .32 Magnum as well.
 
Good accuracy and over 1,000 feet per second out of the .32 Magnum case.
 
Recommendation
 
If you’re looking for a nice light .30 bullet for a .30 Carbine or a 32 H & R Magnum, don’t pass up the #311008.
 
Since that .32 Magnum and .30 Carbine followed me home from the gun shop last fall, I’ve kept that mould hot
keeping bullets for them and to be truthful.  I need to cast more right now.
 
It’s a good bullet.  Give it a try.
 

John Goins/akabeagle
 
 


